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Abstract

rear-end, and side. Frontal collision happens due to the improper overtaking [18], too fast and slid into the opposite
lane in a curve, driver fell asleep, lost control of the car, etc.
Rear-end collision happens when there is sudden-stop of a
vehicle while another vehicle follows it closely [2]. Side
collision happens due the erratic behavior of vehicle which
comes from (same or opposite direction) the neighboring
lane, intersection, bend and corner [15]. In this paper,
we propose a Context-based Protocol for Vehicles which
goes in Highways (CoP4V, in short) to avoid the crashes
between vehicles. Context is the information that characterizes the interactions between humans, applications, and
the surrounding environment [4]. This engages with the
interaction process of an ever-changing environment composed of reconfigurable, migratory, distributed, and multiscale resources [8]. From a Vehicle perspective, we define
the context as a set of common meta-data about the current movement status of itself and other vehicles which are
close proximity, and the current status of the driver and the
core physical components of the vehicle. Also, context has
the capability of communicating as well as negotiating with
other vehicles whenever possible. For instance, a vehicle
negotiates with another vehicle which goes in-front of it
for overtaking safely while there is another vehicle which
is approaching in the opposite direction. Overall, CoP4V
combines the Context-based processing [4, 8] with Vehicular Ad hoc Networking (VANET) [13] and Wireless Sensor
Networking [1]. We refer this as Context-based Wireless
Vehicular Sensor Networking (C-WVSN). In this paper, we
extend our preliminary investigations that are reported in [9]
by providing (i) an architecture that centers the contexts for
vehicle safety, (ii) definition of different contexts for tracking the safety of a vehicle, (iii) an algorithm to handle different safety perspectives including some explicit rules, overtaking for instance. In short, CoP4V has four types of contexts, namely: self-position, neighbors-position, driver, and
self-condition. Each of these contexts is associated with a
separate wireless sensor for getting the respective contextual information. These wireless sensors are fixed in differ-

Safety is evergreen vital criteria for road traffic. We propose an infrastructureless solution based on contexts to increase safety of vehicle. Contexts characterize and track
the moving environment of a vehicle. Here, environment
means the vehicle’s own status like geographical position,
break-control’s functional status, driver’s status etc., and
the status of neighboring vehicles. Contexts make use of
wireless sensors for getting the environmental data. Sensors feed their data continuously to contexts. Contexts
keep them as system understandable information. The status of a vehicle is continuously broadcasted to other vehicles. Safety-decisions are derived based on contexts that
are available in a vehicle. We have also provided an algorithm for our context-based solution. Finally, safety calculations are given for overtaking decisions through some
linear equations.
Keywords. Contexts, Highway, Wireless Sensor Networks,
Vehicle Safety.

1 Introduction
Intelligent transport system gains more attention to the
safety of road traffic in recent years [3]. This is due to
the frequent road accidents that cause numerous human
tragedies, as well as huge expenses for society. For instance
in the USA, accidents cause approximately 40,000 deaths,
3,000,000 injuries, and 150 billion dollars of financial loss
yearly [15]. Motorways and highways allow high speed increasing the risk for severe accidents. Vehicles are more
vulnerable for accidents in highways (i.e. two-ways in single carriageway) than motorways since there is no physical
separation between the two directions. Some of the causes
for accidents are lack of driver’s concentration, bad decisions or risky behavior, e.g., going at too high speed, overtaking without sufficient clear road ahead, using summer
tyres on winter roads, etc. Also, the natural problems like
snow, heavy rain, fog, hazy, etc. Generally, we categorize
the vehicle collisions which happen in highway as frontal,
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ent parts of a vehicle, and form a wireless network. Sensors feed information to the contexts, which feed the information to the rule-engine that makes the safety decision.
This safety warnings are continuously given to the vehicle’s
driver for guarding purposes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 identifies the possible vehicle collisions that happen in highways.
Section 3 details the CoP4V by providing its architecture,
contexts, algorithm, and some linear equations to identify
the distance between two vehicles for overtaking. Related
Works are discussed in Section 4 before concluding this paper in Section 5.

ing. This results in a frontal or rear-end or side collision.
We consider only possible collisions among several vehicles and do not consider situations where only one vehicle
is involved such as single vehicle accidents like going off
the road. Recent statistics1 of Norway shows that the number of accidents as 5860 from January to September 2008.
These accidents included 1215 rear-end collisions including
accidents in same direction, 869 frontal collisions including
overtaking collisions, and 725 side collisions by crossing
the direction of road. So, it is necessary to avoid these collisions as early as possible for minimizing human and financial losses. The reasons R1 to R4 cover the possible
types of collisions that are reported in the accident statistics
of Norway. With these, we provide a general approach as
a protocol for providing several useful warnings to a driver.
For instance, a warning is given if the system senses that the
driver is about to overtake and the remaining straight piece
of road up to the bend is too short for a safe overtake.

2 Vehicle Collisions in Highways
The possible reasons [15, 3] for vehicle collisions in
highways are:
R1 : Sudden-stop. It is due to: (i) mechanical failure of a
vehicle that goes in-front, (ii) sudden appearance of
some obstacle in the driving route, (iii) maintenance
roadwork without prior warning, and (iv) other common reasons like stopping at red lights, because of accidents, etc. This results in rear-end collision between
two or more vehicles as a chain. For example, consider
that there are two vehicles A and B go in the same direction and closely. Collision happens between A and
B when A stops suddenly. This results in a chain collision when vehicle C follows B closely.
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Figure 1. Overall Architecture of CoP4V

R3 : Bend or Corner. It may cause frontal collisions due
to: (i) cars overtaking in spite of the reduced range of
visibility caused by the bend, thus colliding with cars
coming through the bend in the opposite direction, (ii)
cars going into the curve at excessive speed, thus being
unable to keep their lane and sliding into the opposite
lane, (iii) an obstacle (e.g., parked car, person, animal,
fallen rock or tree, roadwork, ...) may suddenly appear
to the driver as going around a bend, causing an abrupt
evasive maneuver that brings the car into the opposite
lane.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of CoP4V. This architecture has five sensors, four contexts, and one rule-engine.
Sensors sense and communicate with the driver and different parts of the vehicle. The output of sensors are some
raw-data which need to be processed. Contexts characterize the data that are received from sensors. The rule-engine
has some set of rules to make safety decisions. The safety
decision is taken based on the contextualized information
of different contexts. Five sensors are numbered from 1 to
5 in Figure 1. Sensor5 leads all other sensors for making
safety suggestions. Contexts and rule-engine are available
as part of Sensor5 . Sensor 1 to 4 send the respective sensed
information to Sensor5 continuously. Note that Sensor5 has
the built-in memory and data processing ability, whereas

R4 : Erratic behavior. It is due to: (i) failure of break control, gear control, out of one or several wheels, etc. of
vehicle, (ii) lack of concentration due to alcohol, continuous driving for a long time, sudden health problems such as heart-attack, etc., and (iii) reckless driv-

1 http://www.ssb.no/english/subjects/10/12/20/
vtu_en/arkiv/tab-2008-10-10-07-en.html
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these are optional for other sensors, i.e., 1 to 4. Sensor5
keeps track of four different contexts internally. The name
of the different contexts are: SP-Context, N P-Context,
D-Context, and SC-Context. SP-Context tracks the selfposition of a vehicle, i.e., the geographical position of vehicle at a given point in time. For instance, identification of
the road where the vehicle is traveling, present position in
that road, direction, etc. This makes a vehicle aware of its
geographical driving status always. N P-Context tracks the
geographical position of neighboring vehicles. This makes
a vehicle understand about the situation of surrounding vehicles. The neighboring vehicles are determined based on
the communication range of the sensor, i.e., Sensor4 in our
case, and their SP-Contexts are exchanged through the
wireless communication of sensors. D-Context tracks the
status of vehicle’s driver. With this, a vehicle can realize the
present situation of its driver. For instance, sight-strength of
driver in a given time. SC-Context tracks the self-condition
of vehicle, i.e., the mechanical condition of different parts
for further drive. For instance, availability of fuel, breakcontrol, etc.. This makes a vehicle to understand the executional status of different parts which are required for driving. All the four contexts are associated with a separate (or
group of) sensor for getting its contextual information regularly. SC-Context is associated with Sensor1 . SP-Context
is associated with Sensor2 . D-Context is associated with
Sensor3 . N P-Context is associated with Sensor4 . These
contexts are formally defined in Section 3.2 including some
examples. The data generation rate of sensors are constant
and synchronized.

empty when there is no plan for next immediate action, i.e., vehicle will continue the same without any
change.
Car navigation system could be used for getting the information of ps, cs, and ns. An example of SPContext csp ∈ Csp is (N O2022, s1 of N H-24, s2 of N H24, 200, s7 of N H-28, 100, 30). This shows that vi is
NO2022, ps is s1 of NH-24, cs is s2 of NH-24, p is
200, ns is s7 of NH-28, s is 100, ac is 30, and N A is
{Overtaking, {N O2023}}.
Definition 2 (N P-Context). A N P-Context is a finite
set of SP-Context, i.e., Cnp = {Csp1 , Csp2 , ..., Cspn }. Cardinality of Cnp is equal to the number of vehicles which are
in the communication range of sensor that directly communicates with the near-by vehicles.
For instance, as depicted in Figure 2 car A includes car B
and C in its communication range. Car D is completely out
of communication range for A. Here, the cardinality of Cnp
is two, i.e., car B and C.
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Figure 2. Communication Range of a Vehicle
Definition 3 (SC-Context). A SC-Context is quintuple
Csc = hB, E, f, L, T i where:
- B is a finite set of attribute values that shows the
present status of Braking system in vehicle. Some
of the identified attributes are lubrication oil, coupling
plates, and hand control.
- E is a finite set of attribute values that shows the
present status of engine. Some of the identified attributes are piston, cylinder, bearing, carburetor, and
exhaust stack.
- f indicates the availability of Fuel for further drive.
- L is a finite set of attribute values that indicates the
present status of lights which are in the outer parts
of vehicle. Some of the identified attributes are frontleft, front-right, rear-left, rear-right, side-left, and sideright.
- T is a finite set of attribute values that indicates present
status of different tyres. Some of the identified attributes are front-left, front-right, rear-left, and rearright.

3.2 Definitions of different Contexts
Definition 1 (SP-Context). A SP-Context is a tuple
Csp = (vi, ps, cs, p, ns, s, ac, N A) where:
- vi is the Vehicle Identification which is unique for every vehicle,
- ps indicates the name of Previous Segment where a
vehicle just came through,
- cs shows the name of Current Segment where the vehicle is going on,
- p provides the present Position of vehicle in cs,
- ns shows the name of Next Segment where a vehicle
plans to go next,
- s points the current Speed of a vehicle, and
- ac shows the Acceleration of a vehicle, i.e., rate of
change in meters per second,
- N A is a set which indicates a vehicle’s Next immediate Actions if there is any. Some of the identified
actions are: overtaking including a list of vehicles, and
stop including the identification of place. This set is

An example of SC-Context csc
∈
Csc is
h{normal, f ree, normal}, {normal, normal, hot, hot},
5.2liters, {on, on, on, on, of f, of f }, {normal, normal,
3

low, normal}i. This shows that the lubrication-oil of B
is normal, coupling-plates of B is free, hand=control
of B is normal, piston of E is normal, cylinder of E is
normal, bearing of E is hot, carburetor of E is hot, f is
5.2liters, front-left of L is on, front-right of L is on,
rear-left of L is on, rear-right of L is on, side-left of L is
off, rear-right of L is off, front-left of T is normal,
front-right of T is normal, rear-left of T is low, and
rear-right of T is normal.

The general algorithm of CoP4V is given in Algorithm 1. We have given only the limited cases of vehicle’s
behavior in Algorithm 1 due to the space limitations. Those
are: overtaking, mechanical failure of vehicle, and natural illness or significant tiredness of driver. This algorithm
starts when a vehicle is on road. The details are:
- Receive {SP, N P, SC, D} and broadcast SP context
continuously from respective sensors. (Lines 2 and 3)
- Set N A of own SP-context as overtaking when driver
likes to overtake any vehicle(s). After receiving the
details of neighbors which are in opposite direction,
assess the safety of overtaking with their position and
own position, and report the results to driver. A linear
equation based approach is given in Section 3.4 for this
assessment. Driver continues overtaking the respective
vehicle if the results are positive. (Lines 4 to 7)

Definition 4 (D-Context). A D-Context is a tuple Cd =
(eyeContact, heartBeat, audibility, control) where:
- eyeContact shows the present eye contact path of
driver. It includes the values of dull, sharp, and dozy.
- heartBeat indicates the number of heart beats of
driver.
- audibility points whether the given alert is audible for
the driver or not, its data type is boolean.
- control shows the control of driving. It is self when
driver drives the vehicle, otherwise auto.
An example of D-Context cd ∈ Cd is (sharp, 30, true).
This shows that the eyeContact is sharp, heartBeat is
30 per minute, and audibility is true.

- For every vehicle that has overtaking interest, check
whether it passed through the self position or not. If
it has not passed through the self-position then inform
driver about this and send the details of self-position
and neighbors position that are in forward direction.
Based on this, neighbor which is interested in overtaking takes the decision. A linear equation based approach is given in Section 3.4 for this decision-making.
(Lines 8 to 13)

3.3 Algorithm

- Indicate the driver if there are any failure in brakecontrol, tyres, etc., and broadcast this information to
others. (Lines 14 to 15)

Algorithm 1: CoP4V
1 while SP.p is in road do
2
acquire SP, N P, SC, D continuously in a defined frequency;
3
broadcast SP continuously;
4
if vehicle’s driver likes to overtake then
5
set overtaking in SP.NA;
6
receive the details of vehicles which are in the opposite
direction (i.e., part of N P);
7
assess the safety of overtaking according to their SP and local
SP, and report the result to driver;
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

- If any of the neighbors brake-control, tyres, etc., fails
then assess its speed and acceleration, and alert the
driver and broadcast this information to others. (Lines
16 to 18)
- For any of the major problems of driver like heartattack, vibrate the driver first. If there is no response
further then take the auto-control and broadcast this
information to others. After that, park the vehicle in a
safe position. (Lines 19 to 25)

for every vehicle v in N P that has overtaking do
if SP.p has not passed through v’s SP.p then
indicate driver about this overtaking interest;
filter N P based on forward direction and send it to the
respective vehicle including SP;
else
no action;

- When any neighbor’s driver has any major problem
as indicated before, adjust self speed and acceleration
based on the position of neighbors. (Lines 26 to 27)

if SC.B or SC.E or SC.B or SC.T is failed then
alert driver and broadcast failure status to the vehicles in
N P;
if N P’s SC.B or SC.E or SC.B or SC.T is failed then
assess failed neighbor’s SC.s and SC.ac, and alert driver;
broadcast this information to the vehicles N P if there can be
any impact;

23
24
25

if D.heartBeat is low or D.eyeContact is dull then
vibrate driver and wait for few milliseconds;
if still D.heartBeat is low or D.eyeContact is dull then
take auto-control and broadcast this info to vehicles in
N P with updated D;
park the vehicle in near-by safe place;
else
no action;

26
27

if N P’s D.heartBeat is low or D.eyeContact is dull then
alert driver for adjusting SP.s and SP.ac;

3.4 Calculations for Overtaking
A vehicle (say, B) that receives an overtaking request verifies whether it has recently passed through the requesting
vehicle’s (say, A) position or not. The reply will be sent if
the present position of A was not recently passed by B. Here,
we provide a way for ensuring this verification. Every vehicle is expected to keep its history of self-position that are received in SP-Context. Theoretically, we say that a vehicle
keeps n past self-positions, and the interval time between
two receptions is very small like one second. This makes
4

the movement of a vehicle as linear (i.e., straight-line) between two self-positions. If we denote the n self-positions
of B as (x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), ....(xn−1 , yn−1 ), then the movement between two consecutive positions i.e., (xi , yi ) and
(xi+1 , yi+1 ) is a linear equation y = ax + b. Here, a and b
represent the linear sequence of vehicle’s movement i.e., in
general terms: ai = (yi+1 − yi )/(xi+1 − xi ), bi = yi − axi .
B passed through the supplied position (say, (xr , yr )) of A
if and only if:
∃i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, yr = ai ∗ xr + bi

through a real wireless vehicular sensor networking scenario using Mica2motes (www.xbow.com) which are embedded at different parts of a moving car. In [12], Lidstrom
et al treat vehicular safety from the perspective of wireless
sensor networks and proposed an approach to estimate the
reliability and availability of wireless medium at hazardous
locations. Several mobility models that consider the constraints a vehicle can encounter have been proposed and
implemented in network simulators [10]. Many efforts have
been devoted to use several wired sensors embedded in vehicle for road safety, such as [16, 5, 6]. Unfortunately, all
these proposals suffers from the same limitation of not considering the communication between vehicles or roadside
things to provide awareness about the environment. Such
awareness increases the level of safety for a vehicle [3].
CoP4V has awareness about its environment through wireless sensors, and establishing communication across a vehicle while making safety decisions.

(1)

Here, n is based on the maximum communication range,
the speed, and the interval time between two self-positions
of B. For instance, if the interval time is one second and the
speed is 80km/hr, and the communication range as 250m
then the value of n would be 12.
B makes the safety decision for overtaking A after receiving response from C. which comes in the opposite direction
of A and B. C is near to A in the forward direction. We make
the following assumptions. The distance between A and C
as dc , A and B as db , and threshold distance that should be
maintained between two vehicles (one in each lane) while
overtaking as dth . The accelerations and speeds of A as aA
and sA , B as aB and sB , and C as aC and sC . The distance traveled by them in time as XA (t) XB (t) and XC (t).
We consider the time of sending overtaking request as the
reference i.e., t = 0. The overtaking is safe if and only if:
½
∃t > 0 :

XA (t) + XC (t) + dth < dC
XA (t) > XB (t) + db + dsaf

and

Karpinski et al [11] suggest to put magnetic sensors
along the two sides of roads in every few meters. This allows the sensors to exchange information about the passing cars for maintaining the realtime information of roadstate. This information consists of relative position and
speed of all vehicles traveling along the road. Here, sensors
are fixed outside and the safety information is continuously
updated to the onboard computer of vehicle. However, it is
extremely difficult to get such infrastructure in real for all
highways. This is due to the requirement of too many sensors on roads for providing safety. The difficulties could be
expressed in terms of establishment and maintenance cost,
security, etc. Safety warning system of Xing et al [17] also
suffers from the unscalable assumption of deploying sensors all along the roads. Whereas, our approach does not
have these limitations since it uses in-built vehicle sensors
for vehicle’s safely.

(2)

The first condition of Equation 2 becomes as: (aA +
aC )t2 + (sA + sC )t − (dC − dth ) < 0 when we
apply the movement equation X(t) = a ∗ t2 + s ∗
t.
The resolution
of this inequality is t ∈]0, t1 [,
√
(s +s )2 +4(a +a )(d −d

)−(s +s )

c
A
C
A
C
A
C
th
where t1 =
. The
2(aA +aC )
second condition of Equation 2 becomes as: (aA −
aB )t2 + (sA − sB )t − dB − dsaf > 0. The resolution
of this inequality is t ∈]t2 , +∞[, where t2 =
√

Sawant et al [15] proposed a solution to form a multihop ad hoc network, it relies on in-vehicle sensors. Onboard millimeter-wave radars and visual sensors (cameras)
are used for detecting the presence of obstacles that are
in front. An inter-vehicle communication protocol (ivc, in
short) is proposed to exchange the data sensed by in-vehicle
sensors, using both periodic and alert messages. The difference between our protocol (CoP4V) and ivc are: (i)
CoP4V defines the messages clearly in terms of different
contexts for exposing different kinds of situations, whereas
it is not clear in ivc, and (ii) CoP4V provides safety in different perspectives (i.e., self-position, remote-position, selfcondition, and driver), whereas ivc focuses only in terms
of position. Yoo [18] have given a solution for safe overtaking in two-way single carriageway based on in-vehicle
sensors. ID of a vehicle is broadcasted continuously to inform its presence to other vehicles. A vehicle has to make
a request before overtaking other. After receiving the over-

(sA −sB )2 +4(aA −aB )(dB +dsaf )−(sA −sB )
.
2(aA −aB )

Therefore, the
resolution of Equation 2 is t ∈]t2 , t1 [. The overtaking is
safe (6= ∅) if and only if t2 < t1 . In other way, overtaking
is unsafe if t2 ≥ t1 , i.e.,
p
2
p(sA − sB ) + 4(aA − aB )(dB + dsaf )−
(sA + sC )2 + 4(aA + aC )(dc − dth ) ≥ sA (aB + aC )+
sC (aB + aA ) − sB (aA + aC )

(3)

4 Related Work
Vehicular ad hoc networking (VANET) is one of the
active research area in mobile ad hoc networking [13].
Chisalita et al illustrate the usefulness of VANET for ensuring vehicular traffic safety in [7] including its advantages
over centralized technologies. Peterson [14] have shown
the feasibility of wireless communication between sensors
5

taking request, LED is operated manually by the driver for
indicating the clearance of overtaking. This clearly shows
that this approach is semi-automatic, i.e., driver is expected
to be cautious always. Whereas, our approach is completely
automatic.
Biswas et al [3] provided a protocol for direction-aware
broadcast data forwarding to minimize the chain collision.
Direction-awareness is realized as a context, which prioritizes the forwarding data and reduces the number vehicles
that are involved in broadcasting chain. Here, the context
is just used for forwarding data. Whereas, the context usage is not limited in CoP4V. Moreover, CoP4V is adaptive
for accepting new contexts in its architecture. This allows
CoP4V to handle wide range of safety problems.

[4] P. Brézillon. Focusing on Context in Human-Centered Computing. IEEE Intelligent Systems, 18(3), 2003.
[5] B.R. Chang, C.P. Young, H.F. Tsai, R.Y. Fang, and J. J.
Lin. Simulation and Implementation of High-Performance
Collision Warning System for Motor Vehicle Safety Using
Embedded ANFIS Prediction. In IEEE International Conference on innovative Computing Information and Control,
Dalian, China, June 2008.
[6] Y. Chen, C. Zhang, and X. Huang. A Novel Vehicle Safety
Traffic Pre-warning Decision on Multi-sensor Information
Fusion. In IEEE International Conference on Convergence
Information Technology, pages 318–322, Gyeongju, Korea,
2007.
[7] I. Chisalita and N. Shahmehri. On the Design of Safety Communication Systems for Vehicles. IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part A, 37(6):933–945, 2007.
[8] J. Coutaz, J. L. Crowley, S. Dobson, and D. Garlan. Context
is Key. Communications of the ACM, 48(3), March 2005.
[9] D. Djenouri. Preventing Vehicle Crashes Through A Wireless Vehicular Sensor Network. In IEEE Biennial Symposium
on Communications, pages 320–323, Ontario, Canada, 2008.
[10] D. Djenouri, W. Soualhi, , and E. Nekka. Mobility Models
in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks: The Overtaking Impact. The
Mediterranean Journal of Computers and Networks (SoftMotor Ltd.), 4(2):62–70, 2008.
[11] M. Karpinski, A. Senart, and V. Cahill. Sensor networks
for smart roads. In IEEE international conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications Workshops, pages
306–310, Pisa, Italy, 2006.
[12] K. Lidstrom and T. Larsson. Cooperative Communication
Disturbance Detection in Vehicle Safety Systems. In IEEE
International Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems, pages 522–527, Washington, USA, October 2007.
[13] J. Luo and J.P. Hubaux. A Survey of Research in InterVehicle Communications. In Embedded Security in Cars:
Securing, Current, and Future Automotive IT Applications,
pages 111–122. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2006.
[14] E. Peterson. An Investigation into Intravehicle Sensor Networks. Technical report, Department of Computer Science,
University of California, Santa Barbara, 2007.
[15] H. Sawant, J. Tan, and Q. Yang. A sensor networked
approach for intelligent transportation systems. In The
IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems, pages 1796–1801, Sendai, Japan, 2004.
[16] M. M. Trivedi, T. Gandhi, and J. Mccall. Looking-in and
looking-out of a vehicle: Computer-vision-based enhanced
vehicle safety. IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 8:108–120, 2007.
[17] K. Xing, X. Cheng, F. Liu, and S. Rotenstreich. Locationcentric storage for safety warning based on roadway sensor
networks. Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing,
67(3):336–345, 2007.
[18] S. M. Yoo. Sensor Networks for Automobile Tracking and
Routing. Technical Report UTCA Report 03303, University
Transportation Center for Alabama, March 2004.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a context-based infrastructureless solution for increasing the safety of vehicle. Contexts are
formally given for characterizing and tracking the environment of a vehicle. Sensors feed data that are required for
contexts continuously. Wireless communication is used between sensors for data transmission. Driver is alerted with
one or more safety warnings according to contexts. Finally,
safety calculations are given for overtaking as an example of
safety decision-making. In future, we plan to investigate on
identifying false-alarms and reducing its rate, minimizing
the safety workload of driver by increasing the level of automatic safety decision-making and control, and providing
safety suggestions to vehicle even when there is no built-in
safety decision-making system.
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